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Cabaret #1 – Friday 1st July - Cast List (27 Families)  

1 Rosie Lee Junior Zombie (5) 

2 Matilda Turner Junior Zombie (5) 

3 Evie Horsfall Junior Zombie (5) 

4 Zoe Fazzalari Junior Zombie (5) 

5 Blair Williams Junior Zombie (5) 

6 Rachel Bahr Junior Zombie (5) 

7 Violet Harvey Junior Zombie (5) 

8 Florence Hawthorn Junior Zombie (5) 

9 Hannah Mumford Junior Zombie (5) 

10 Emme Hughs Junior Zombie (5) 

11 Ruby Pearce Junior Zombie (5) 

12 Thea Prewett Junior Zombie (5) 

13 Mackenzie Hooper Junior Zombie (5) 

14 Lanabella Castellano Pre-Inter / Sing – Werewolf Scene Alpha the Werewolf (10) 

15 Estelle McEntee Pre-Inter - Werewolf Scene Paws the Werewolf (10) 

16 Maddie Carmichael Pre-Inter - Werewolf Scene Fang the Werewolf (10) 

17 Maya Carslake Pre-Inter - Werewolf Scene Big Bad Werewolf (10) 

18 Matilda Barkla Pre-Inter - Werewolf Scene Howler the Werewolf (10) 

19 Amy Lee Pre-Inter / Sing – Witch Scene Evil Witch Queen (11) 

20 Holly Grantham Pre-Inter – Witch Scene Witch Way (10) 

21 Sia Cook Pre-Inter – Witch Scene Witch One (10) 

22 Hadley Pix Pre-Inter – Witch Scene Witch Ever (10) 

23 Evie Carmichael Pre-Inter - Group Therapy Scene Dr Hyde (10) 

24 Jazmin Harrison Pre-Inter - Group Therapy Scene Dr Jeckyl (10) 

25 Abi Byron-Scott Pre-Inter - Group Therapy Scene Zombie (10) 

26 Abbey Hamilton Pre-Inter - Group Therapy Scene Witch Mabel (10) 

27 Olivia Ettridge  Pre-Inter - Group Therapy Scene Witch Hazel (10) 

28 Ellie Keukenmeester Pre-Inter - Group Therapy Scene Vampire (10) 

29 Emmalyn Victoria Pre-Inter - Group Therapy Scene Ghost (10) 

30 Maddie Baldock Pre-Inter - Group Therapy Scene & Sing Werewolf (10) 
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Cabaret 1st July – Scene List 
 
 

1 The Twilight Zone  
(The Ventures) 

All students walking across the 
stage in characters 1 Monster 
group at a time.   

 

2 Calling all the Monsters Junior Tues Welcome to the Monster 
Convention 

3 Evil Like Me Amy Lee Guest Speaker - The 
Mother of all of Evil. 

4 Fired Up Pre-Inter Monster Therapy 
 

5 Running with the Wolves or 
We Own the Night  
 
 

Pre-Inters & Lanabella Castellano Werewolf Poetry Jam 

6 Do It Like the Zombies Do Junior Tues Zombie Dance Party 
 

7 Friends on the Other Side Amy Lee Special Seance 

8 Ways to be Wicked Pre-Inter Fun with Potions 

9 FINALE Monster Mash Full Cast Bows. Monster Ball 

 
 
 
 

Script 
 
Scene 1 
Full Cast – The Twilight Zone 
 
Song 1 – The Twilight Zone. 
 
Curtain opens.  During the music the students cross the stage in their Monster Groups acting like 
their characters (think walking through) arriving at the Monster Convention. 
 
0:00 Curtains open very slowly. 
0:16 Werewolves prowl across stage. 
0:31 Ghost / Vampire / Zombie (Abi) / Jeckyl & Hyde  
0:48 Witches 
1:07 Zombies walk in from the back of the room to the stage to start their scene 
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Scene 2 
Junior Stage Stars Tuesday - Calling all the Monsters. 
 
Thea I am so excited for the annual Monster Convention. The Halloween Hotel is so 

fancy it has five Black Bats, and the reviews are amazing! 
 
Blair My room is so luxurious it even has a gold coffin for me to sleep in, I will sleep like 

the dead tonight. 
 
Rachel Me too! Did you see the restaurant has zombie food? Human Beans, Fried legs, 

and eyes cream. 
 
Rosie  What about Brains? Surely it has brains, of course, they’ll be Brains… 
 
All  Mmmm Brains! 
 
Matilda The swimming pool is said to be as relaxing as the Dead Sea!  
 
Evie We’re going to have a rotting good time. I hear they are having a Zombie Dance 

Party later. 
 
Emme Yes there is so many things to look forward to, some of the guest speakers look 

great. 
 
Ruby I can’t believe they managed to get the real Evil Witch Queen to come along. She’s 

famous. 
 
Zoe  She is doing a talk on how to be evil a seance to talk with the other side.  
 
Violet  I hope she does a Q & A, I’d love to pick her brain. 
 
All  Mmmm Brains! 
 
Florence There are group therapy sessions, motivational speaking, Werewolf music, Wow!  
 
Mackenzie Look, workshops on learning new ways to be wicked and evil. 
 
Hannah The Monster Convention has it all!   There’s going to be real Werewolves, Witches, 

Ghosts what a great gathering of all the Monsters! 
 
SONG - CALLING ALL THE MONSTERS 
 
Thea Okay what’s happening first? It is time for lunch yet? 
 
Blair Pickled eyeballs and Rotting Brains, yummy! 
 
All Mmmm Brains! 
 
Rachel No, first there is a talk by the Mother of all Evil, the Grand High Witch. 
 
Rosie She is so good, I mean bad; we are about to have our minds blown! 
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Matilda She is truly the Evilest Witch in all the land.   
 
Evie I wish I could be as bad as her, but I just don’t have the guts. 
 
Emme Do you think she’ll have any new ideas on how to be Evil?  
 
Ruby  Oh, I hope so, I feel like we could be doing more than just eating Brains. 

 
All  Mmmm Brains! 
 
Zoe Stick to what you know best, that’s what I always say. Leave the haunting to the 

ghosts, the spells to the Witches and the blood sucking to the Vampires and we 
get the brain eating. 
 

Violet And don’t forget how good we are at sticking an arm or a leg out of the grave, that 
really gets some good screams.  

 
Florence But surely there are other ways to scare people, it is fun leaping out of graves but 

I’m open to some fresh ideas. 
 
Mackenzie Fresh ideas, I’d prefer if they were rotten, it would be good to pick the Mother of 

Evil’s Brain though. 
 

All  Mmmm Brains! 
  
Hannah OMG here she comes. Be cool Zombies, It’s frightfully exciting!   
 
(Exit Junior Stage Stars SL)  
 
Scene 3 
Amy – Evil Like me 
 
(Enter Amy SR) 
 
Amy  Hello Ladies and Gentlemen, and how lucky you all are to have me, yes me, the 

mother of all Evil, the grand high Witch to tell you all my story. It is the tale of how I 
became who I am ah yes when I was a girl, I was pathetic, and my mother was 
sooo wicked and I used to say to her…   

 
SONG – EVIL LIKE ME 
 
Amy  and so there you have it…if you are struggling to be as Evil as me (pause) you could 

always try… therapy.  
 
(Exit Amy SR) 
  
 
Scene 4 
Pre-Intermediate Stage Stars - Group Therapy 
 
(Enter Evie, Jazmin, Abi, Abbey, Olivia, Ellie, Emmalyn, Maddie B) 
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Dr Jeckyl  Welcome to the first meeting of Monsters Anonymous, I’m Dr Jeckyl and this is Dr 
  Hyde.  
 
Dr Hyde We are proud  of every one of you for taking the first step to come and   
  talk about your issues as monsters. Who would like to go first? 
 
Witch Mabel Hello, We’re CLEARLY witches, so being witchy is our game.  
 
EVERYONE  (in unison) Hi, Witches!  
 
Witch Hazel  Our problem is that we are not a very good Witches. What is the biggest thing a  
  witch is supposed to be good at?  
 
Ghost  S…S…S… Spells!  
 
ZOMBIE  (monotone) Eating children.  
 
WEREWOLF  Flying on a broomstick?  
 
Witch Mabel  No! Those are all easy. (drops her head in embarrassment) Potions. We can!t make 
  potions.  
 
GHOST  You mean, you can!t c.. c... c... c... cook?  
 
Witch Hazel  Of course, we can cook... We read the potion recipes. Grab a little eye of newt...  
 
Witch Mabel Grab a little eye of newt… 
 
Witch Hazel Stir in the hair of golden unicorn… 
 
Witch Mabel Stir in the hair of golden unicorn… 
 
Witch Hazel Add a dash of bat whiskers... 
 
Witch Mabel Add a dash of bat whiskers...  
 
Witch Hazel and NOTHING. 
 
Witch Mabel NOTHING! 
 
Dr Jeckyl  Can I ask you, are you following some sort of recipe? Surely, witches have  
  some sort of cookbook.  
 
Witch Hazel Of course, we use a cookbook. Any witch worth her sea salt owns Netty Rocker!s 
  Cookbook of Dark Arts Potions. It!s THE classic cookbook for all witches.  
 
VAMPIRE  How!s your math?  
 
Witch Mabel  Not that it is any of your business, but we were!t really a "math people” in witch  
  school. 
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VAMPIRE  I think I know your problem. Cooking is all about math. One too many troll!s teeth, 
  and your end result will not work.  
 
GHOST  T..t…t…troll!s t... t... t... teeth?  
 
Dr Hyde (to Witch) Would you be open to strengthening your math skills? Who knows, you 
  may be great at potions after your work at it for a while.  
 
Witch Hazel Well, it!s worth a try. We can!t get worse.  
 
Dr Jeckyl  Excellent! Right next Victim…I mean hahaha…. You ma’am what seems to be the 
  problem, 
 
VAMPIRE  Hello. In case you haven!t guessed, I am a vampire.  
 
EVERYONE  (in unison) Hi, Vampire!  
 
VAMPIRE  Well, I have a pretty severe food allergy.  
 
Dr Hyde  What are you allergic to?  
 
VAMPIRE  Blood.  
 
EVERYONE  (in unison) Blood?  
 
VAMPIRE  I. AM. SO. THIRSTY. I watch my vampire friends delight in the red juice of humans, 
  and all I can do is watch.  
 
GHOST  How do you keep l... l... l... living? ... I mean... existing?  
 
VAMPIRE  Protein bars. I eat protein bars for every meal. I!ve tried them all - chocolate - raisin 
  - kale - I even tried peanut butter.  
 
Dr Jeckyl  We ALL have limitations, Vampire…you have to be creative. 
 
VAMPIRE  Creative? How am I supposed to be creative?  
 
Witch Mabel  Wait a minute. Be creative! That!s it. (reaches into carpet back and pulls out jar of 
  red liquid) We were trying to be creative in the kitchen yesterday. We wanted to  
  create a love potion for snails, but instead, accidentally created this! (hold up red  
  liquid) Instead of helping snails with love, it just makes them burp!  
 
VAMPIRE  (excited) It looks just like BLOOD!  
 
Witch Hazel Well, blood it is not, but it is delicious. Tastes a little like cherry and almonds. You 
  are welcome to have it!  
 
VAMPIRE  Oh, Witch. This makes my day! Can you make some more for me? I could take this 
  to the next vampire picnic, and no one would know. I would fit right in with the  
  other vampires AND I would no longer be thirsty!  
 
Dr Hyde Well, another monster helped. Who is next?  
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ZOMBIE  I!d like to go. Hello everyone, as our therapists mentioned, I am a zombie.  
 
EVERYONE  (in unison) Hi, Zombie!  
 
Ghost   Are you here because of your... s…s…s…skin?  
 
WEREWOLF  Are you here because you walk about... slowly?  
 
Dr Jeckyl  No problem is too big for our Monsters Anonymous. Please share.  
 
ZOMBIE  Well, it!s simple. I!m a vegetarian.  
 
EVERYONE  (in unison) Vegetarian?  
 
GHOST  That!s not b... b... b... bad. My sister is a v... v... v... vegetarian.  
 
ZOMBIE  Oh yeah? Not bad? Listen, witches do plenty of things. They fly on theirs brooms, 
  they destroy the lives of children, they cast spells, Zombies? We just do one thing. 
  We eat brains.  
 
Werewolf  That!s gross, dude.  
 
ZOMBIE  I KNOW! That is exactly my point! There is a whole world out there of delicious  
  foods.  
 
WITCHES  (dreamily) Poison apples...  
 
WEREWOLF  (dreamily) Dog biscuits...(Everyone looks at the human looking werewolf in  
  confusion.) What? I like dog biscuits.  
 
Dr Hyde (dreamily) I love a good cream donut.  
 
ZOMBIE  I don!t want to eat human brains. I like humans. Sure, they!re fun to chase, but  
  eating their brains? I just can!t.  
 
Dr Jeckyl  So just DON!T eat brains. Enjoy the chase then sit down with your Victim and enjoy 
  a sandwich. All you have to do is change one letter. Use a G instead. 
 
ZOMBIE  G? What? OH! Grains! Yes I see… Grains….Grains!! That works. 
 
Dr Hyde  Who!s next?  
 
WEREWOLF  Well, I guess it!s my turn. Hello, everyone. I am a werewolf? (Everyone looks  
  confused. Now do you see my problem? I’m not very hairy! 
 
Dr Jeckyl  My, that is a real problem. How did this happen?  
 
WEREWOLF  Baldness? Well, they say it runs through the mother!s genes, but I am the first in my 
  family to be a hairless werewolf.  The real trouble is, I want to be a hairdresser but 
  who could trust a hairless Werewolf to be a hairdresser. 
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Witch Mabel  Ooooo! Can you do braids? I!ve been wanting to try braids.  
 
ZOMBIE  (grossed out) Brains? You want to try brains? 
  
Dr Hyde  No, Zombie, the Witch wants to try braids. Go on, Werewolf. We are listening.  
 
WEREWOLF  I just want to look in my mirror and look like every other werewolf. I want thick  
  brown hair that curls when I howl at the moon. (howls) Is that too much to ask?  
 
ZOMBIE  But you are beautiful just the way you are, Werewolf. I wish my complexion was a 
  smooth as yours. Just look at your skin, and then look at mine. You are one lucky 
  monster.  
 
WEREWOLF  You think so?  
 
VAMPRE  Plus, there is more to life than just your looks. Why, I bet you are fast and strong, 
  aren!t you?  
 
WEREWOLF  I!m a werewolf. We are all fast, but yeah, I!m pretty strong. (flexes)  
 
Witch Hazel  There you go!  
 
WEREWOLF  I guess I am pretty cool. I bet if I flex, everyone would look past my   
  baldness. (flexes again) I just may have to start seeing someone I like in the mirror. 
  (laughs to herself) At least I don!t stutter or something...  
  (Everyone freezes and looks at Ghost.) Sorry. I didn!t mean it...  
 
GHOST  (sadly begins) I g... g... g... guess my problem is p... p... p... pretty clear. I s... s... s... 
  stutter. I!m a G... G... G... Ghost.  
 
ALL BUT GHOST  (awkwardly) Hi, Ghost. 
  
Dr Jeckyl Oh, Ghost. Many people have speech issues. There is no reason to be  
  embarrassed... 
 
ZOMBIE  Yeah, speech issues aren!t so bad. Have you been listening to me? I am monotone. 
  No highs... no lows... always to the same. Being part of the walking dead is tough 
  on the vocal cords.  
 
Witch Mabel  (tenderly) How does stuttering effect you being a good ghost, little guy?  
 
GHOST  I can!t say B... B... B... BOO. 
  
Dr Hyde (confused) But you just did.  
 
GHOST  N... N... N... No. I can!t say it quick enough to sc... sc... sc... scare people.  
 
Witch Hazel Well, that!s just a matter of confidence.  
 
GHOST  You th... th... th... think so?  
 
Dr Jeckyl And that is time I’m afraid.  Time is money in the therapy game. 
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Dr Hyde Ghost, it may do you some good to attend the next session today on Motivation. It 

will certainly get you fired up. 
 
(Enter the rest of Pre-Intermediate Stage Stars) 
 
SONG FIRED UP. 
 
Dr Jeckyl Thank you all for attending todays session everybody. Now as you can see on the 

agenda, we have some free time for you all to enjoy the facilities here at the 
Halloween Hotel.  

 
Dr Hyde You are all welcome to join in with the group sessions we have here today. 

Werewolf Poetry slams, Zombie dancing, Potion lessons and Seances we have it all 
at the Monster Convention. 

 
(Exit all Pre-Intermediate Stage Stars except Lanabella, Estelle, Maddie C, Maya & Matilda B) 
 
Scene 5 
Pre-Intermediate Stage Stars - Werewolf 

All  Howwwllllll. 

Big Bad Don’t be scared, out bark is worse than our bite (pause, big grin) promise! 

Alpha  …I smell humans. What are they doing at the Monster convention? 

Howler  Why they must be monsters of some kind, but I can’t imagine what? 

Fang They must be disguised as humans, I mean it’s normal to dress up for Halloween, 
right? 

Paws Good costumes everyone yes, you look really scary! (Thumbs up to audience but face 
says you don’t believe it) 

Big Bad Maybe they are here because they want to hear our poetry… 

Alpha  …our peoms are so rare, you can only hear them during a full moon! 

All  Howwwllllll! 

Howler  You see we are not your regular rabid werewolves 

Fang We are sophisticated artists! We paint, we write poetry, we sculpt and some of us 
sing… 

Paws  …but only by the light of the full moon. 

Big Bad You’ve heard of the cool cats, well we are the cool wolves.  

Alpha  And here is a little tasty treat that will make you tap your feet.  

Howler  Some lovely pros to calm your woes… 
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Fang  A pretty sonnet to put in your Bonnet… 

Paws  What? 

Fang  I don’t know, it’s the only thing I could find to rhyme? 

Paws Here is a poem we wrote about someone we know; he was quite unfortunate…hit it 
wolves. 

Big Bad I was bitten by a werewolf 
with a weak, half-hearted bite, 
and became a half a werewolf; 
on my left, but not my right. 

Alpha So now when the moon is halfway full, 
my face grows halfway hairy. 
And my left-hand claws and single fang 
are surely semi-scary. 

Howler Now I nearly need to stay up late. 
I partly want to prowl. 
I’ve been feeling fairly frisky. 
I have half a mind to howl. 

Fang If you ever see me coming 
you should turn and run away, 
for the odds are fifty-fifty 
you’ll regret it if you stay. 

Paws Yes, I may be half a werewolf, 
with my fleas and doggy breath, 
but I promise, if you meet me, 
I will scare you half to death. 

All  Howwllll 

Big Bad Why where is that applause – louder, come on we’re sensitive artists you know. 

Fang   You really wouldn’t want to offend us!  

Paws  Ok Alpha, boss, maybe you should sing them your song. 

Howler  Yeah maybe poetry isn’t their thing, maybe they like music better? 

Alpha  Yes Wolves clear the way it’s time for your Alpha to howl away. 

(Exit all except Lanabella) 

SONG LANABELLA 

(Re-enter Wolves) 

Big Bad Boss, boss it’s an emergency…you wouldn’t believe it! 
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Fang    It’s horrifying Alpha the… the… the… Zombies! 

Paws  I can’t believe they would dare, I mean, no they wouldn’t, they couldn’t.. 

Howler  They shouldn’t!  Don’t they know who they are messing with? 

Alpha  What in the moon is happening pack, calm down. Deep breath. Inner peace. 

Big Bad We just heard the Zombies and they were practicing a POEM!  

Fang    Can you believe it, everyone knows we’re the poets around here. How dare they. 

Paws  We asked them to stop but they said they would eat our Brains! 

Howler  Look out here they come now! 

Alpha  Every wolf for herself! 

(Wolves run out looking scared)  

Scene 6 
Junior Stage Stars Tuesday - Do It Like the Zombies Do 
 
(Zombies enter saying Brains with their arms outstretched.) 
 
Matilda Come with us do the Zombie dance 
 
Rosie  Don’t be afraid and take a chance 
 
Blair  It’s not scary like ghosts with chains 
 
Evie  You’ll just have to watch for flying brains 
 
Rachel When the music starts us Zombies like to move 
 
Florence We dance and we twirl with our groovy groove 
 
Zoe  When we break-dance we look like a devil 
 
Ruby  that’s because we break - on a literal level  
 
Violet  Yes that’s true we may lose an arm 
 
Emme  Or even a leg but hey, no harm! 
 
Thea  We Zombies go crazy on the dance floor 
 
Hannah And even if we lose some limbs, we just grab some more 
 
Mackenzie Come join us now, come on and take a chance 
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All  Be more like a Zombie, don’t think, Just Dance! 
 
SONG - DO IT LIKE THE ZOMBIES DO. 
(The Zombies are positioned in 3 groups around the stage, the first group comes forward Matilda, Ruby & 
Zoe) 
 
Matilda Zombie Dance Parties are the best!  Did you see my bad moves, I was 

amazing, and I didn’t lose any limbs!  
 
Ruby Yeah our moves were so bad we should get arrested - but they’d never catch 

us alive. 
 
Zoe  We’re great Zombie dancers because we practice and show real  

‘Dead-e-cation’ (pause)…… Did you just roll your eyes at me? 
 
Matilda Oh no, have they fallen out. Nobody move a muscle (feels around on the floor) 

It’s okay I found them! 
 
Ruby I remember the Zombie ball back in May at the Adelaide Cemetery we 

danced so hard my left leg fell off! 
 
Zoe The Adelaide Cemetery is lovely, its very popular, I hear people are dying to 

get in. 
 
(Matilda, Ruby & Zoe go to their group position Group 2 come forward Blair, Violet, Florence, Rachel & 
Hannah) 
 
Blair  Did you see there is a comedian at dinner tonight? 
 
Violet  I don’t eat comedians they taste funny. 
 
Florence Not a Comedian to eat, one to tell us jokes! 
 
Rachel I know a good Joke. Why are Graveyards so noisy? 

 
Blair  I don’t know, why are Graveyards so noisy? 

 
Rachel Because of all the Coffin! Get it! Cough-ing haha! 

 
Violet Speaking of Coughing, I had to miss the convention last year because I had 

a cough. It was terrible I felt…. ROTTEN! 
 

Hannah Well, you are a Zombie. I missed last year too…I didn’t have the guts to 
come.  

 
Florence Most of us don’t have any guts left, that’s no excuse to stay away. 
 
Hannah Well I’m twice as shy as most Zombies. I think maybe it’s because I was 

once bitten. 
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(Blair, Violet, Florence, Rachel & Hannah to go to their group position Group 3 to come forward Rosie, 
Emme, Mackenzie, Thea & Evie) 

 
Rosie You Zombies missed out, last year was dead good.   
 
Emme Except for when one of the Vampires tried to bite me. I was so mad; I gave 

her a piece of my mind! 
 

Mackenzie Ooh lovely, can I have one too? I’m hungry! 
 
Thea  You’re always hungry!  Dinner is after the next part of the Convention. 
 
Evie Oh, that’s right the Mother of all Evil is performing a Séance next! How 

spooky! 
 

Rosie Why did the chicken go to a séance…..To get to the other side (does a tadaa 
gesture). 
 

Emme That’s a terrible joke, and Seances are a waste of time. They are just Zombie 
meetings for the living folk. 
 

Mackenzie So what shall we do instead?  
 

Thea  Brain Wave! Why don’t we go get a snack… 
 

All  Mmmm Brains. 
 

Evie   Let’s feast! Zombies Out! 
 
(all exit SL holding arms out in front like Zombies) 

 
Scene  7 
Amy Lee – Friends on the Other Side 
 
(Enter Amy SR) 
 
Amy How rude …who am I supposed to have my séance with now? Well hmmm 

(looks at the audience) I guess you will have to do. 
 
SONG – FRIENDS ON THE OTHER SIDE 
 
 
Scene 8 
Pre-Intermediate Stage Stars Ways to be Wicked 
(Enter Hadley, Holly & Sia to join Amy) 
 
Sia  Oh, Grand High Witch, we heard your séance it was spellbinding! 
 
Amy Glad you liked it. Now is it time for our Potion-making workshop. Sorry Witches I 

don’t think we’ve met. 
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Hadley  I’m Witch Ever, this is Witch Way and Which one. 
 
Amy  Oh, sorry Witch one. 
 
Holly  No I’m Witch Way 
 
Amy  Oh how confusing, Which-ever… 
 
Hadley  Yes  
 
Amy  No I mean Which ever? Which one are you? 
 
Sia  I’m Witch One. 
 
Amy  I can’t keep up. Shall we do some potion making Witches? 
 
Holly  Cauldron at the ready. 
 
Sia  But what are we making grand high Witch. 
Hadley  I hope it’s something deliciously wicked. 
 
Amy  Yes, it’s a potion that will turn all the people in this room into frogs! 
 
Holly  I don’t know if they look too happy about that? 
 
Sia  But it will be so much fun watching them all bounce around, leaping and croaking! 
 
Hadley  Are these the ingredients? 
 
Amy  Yes just follow the Recipe Witches and it will be perfect. 
 
(The Witches stand around the cauldron) 
 
Holly Into the cauldron, bits of bat, 

and the tail of a witch’s cat. 
 
Sia A cat that creates tasty frogs, 

That hop and splash around in bogs. 
 

Hadley Into the cauldron little gnat, 
just a sprinkle just like that 

 
Holly Stir it with a falcons claw,  

He'll snap at insects with his jaws 
 
Sia Into the cauldron, tail of rat, 

I think we should add a witches hat 
 
Hadley In the cauldron, something's funny, 

Should the potion be this runny? 
 
Holly Forgot to add a mongoose hair,  

Thick green smoke now fills the air. 
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Sia It’s a just a terrible flop, 
We’ve just created gooey slop! 

 
Hadley What went wrong, we’re usually very good at making potions?  
 
Holly  Maybe it is the Grand High Witches Recipe that is the problem. 
 
Sia  Have you tested this recipe Grand High Witch? 
 
Amy Errrrr…well…busted…maybe I did just get this recipe online…I mean, who has 

time to write potions these days haha… 
 
Hadley Don’t worry, you don’t have to be good at everything Grand High Witch, there are 

lots of Ways to be evil and spooky. You could…errrr…wait, why can’t I think of any 
ideas? 

 
Holly We should call in our Monster Friends, I’m sure they can help us. I mean there are 

surely so many ways to be Wicked. (Calls out to side stage) Monsters. 
   
(Enter all of Pre-Inter Stage Stars) 
 
Sia Monsters of all shapes and sizes thanks for coming to help us. 
 
Lanabella You are very welcome Witch One. Howwwwwllll can we help? 
 
Hadley We’re trying to think of all the ways that we can scare the humans. 
 
Maya That’s easy! You can chase them, tease them, bite them, haunt them, hex them… 
 
Matilda  Frighten them, possess them, trap them, trick them and even feed them ice cream 

if they are lactose intolerant! 
 
Holly Well…thanks Wolves, I didn’t realize there were so many ways to be wicked! 
 
SONG – WAYS TO BE WICKED 
 
Hadley  I never thought I’d learn so much in one day 
 
Estelle  Yeah, it’s good to talk about things and solve problems 
 
Holly  That’s right, if we didn’t talk out our issues we would never solve them 
 
Maddie C We should do more conventions in the future 
 
Maya C I’ll schedule the next one for Friday the 13th! 
 
Sia  We will need more caterers 
 
Matilda B why?  I thought they did a good job? 
 
Lanabella Oh their work was great, but they were delicious too! That was the best Monster 

convention yet! 
 
All   Lets Dance!   
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Scene 9 
Full Cast – The Monster Mash Bows & Chorus 
 
(Junior stage stars enter to join pre-inters onstage for monster mash & bows) 
 
SONG – THE MONSTER MASH 
 
 
Chorus 
Slap knees x2, Clap hands x2, Mashed potato x2,  
twist to the right (lifting L Leg) twist to the left (lifting R leg) 
 
The rest of the time own dancing unless taking bows 
 
0:06 Everone dancing around getting into positions and partying. 
0:18 Chorus 
0:30 Ghost, Jeckyl & Hyde, Vampire, Zombie (Abi) 
0:41 Chorus 
0:52 Zombies (Juniors ½ of class) 
1:04 Witches 
1:15 Chorus 
1:26 Zombies (Juniors ½ of class) 
1:38 Chorus 
1:50 Werewolves 
2:01 Chorus 
2:12 Full Cast Bows 
2:24 Jump around curtains closing 
 
 
 
 Vampires 
 
 
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
  JUNIORS        JUNIORS 
       RUBY     THEA 
 

         Vampire, Ghost, Jeckyl & Hyde, Zombie (Abi)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Werewolves                Witches 


